
BUSTING FAST
FOOD MYTHS ON
TIKTOK



OVERVIEW 
CASE STUDY
Burger King is the second largest fast food hamburger chain
in the world. During May 2021, they wanted to use the power
of TikTok to bust some classic myths about the fast food
industry; specifically the ingredients used in one of their most
famous burgers - The Whopper. By creating the ‘Conspiracy
Challenge’ they wanted to assure people that they are eating
ingredients that are locally sourced and 100% real meat! Our
mission was to leverage some of our top performing Lifestyle
and Comedy creators to build awareness around this
challenge with a target goal of 500k views. 

We used our award-winning
Bytesights tool to identify eight
of our best performing Lifestyle
& Comedy creators on TikTok to
build the campaign.

RESULTS

ENGAGEMENT

RATE

17%



We were brought on by Coolr, one of the
UK’s leading social media agencies, to

work on the influencer marketing element
of their client, Burger King’s campaign. 

 
Burger King is the second largest fast

food hamburger chain in the world. With
franchises located across the world, it’s

one of the biggest names in the fast
food industry. 

 
 

BURGER
KING
AND
COOLR



THEIR CHALLENGE
There has been a shift in the fast food
industry with younger audiences placing
importance on sustainability, organic
produce and even veganism. By creating
the ‘Conspiracy Challenge’, Burger King
wanted to assure people that their
ingredients are locally sourced and that
they use 100% real meat. Our top lifestyle
and comedy creators were tasked with
creating the most extreme and entertaining
conspiracies about what was in the burger.

The client was
extremely pleased

with results - not
only did we

significantly
overdeliver the

initial targets for
the campaign, but

we did so under an
extremely tight 1.5

week turnaround.
 

 



OUR APPROACH

We used our award-winning Bytesights tool to identify
eight of our best performing Lifestyle & Comedy creators
on TikTok to build the campaign. Our influencers delivered
unique and highly entertaining TikTok videos for the
Conspiracy Challenge, all of which were incredibly
creative whilst also ensuring that Burger King’s brand
points were championed. This allowed the diverse content
to really resonate with their audiences whilst landing the
important message behind the campaign.



WHAT WE DID

FIRST STEP
Analysed the brief from Burger King’s team
including brand requirements and targets for
the campaign.

THIRD STEP
Activated eight of our best performing
Lifestyle & Comedy creators on TikTok to build
the campaign.

SECOND STEP
Leveraged our in-house Bytesights tool to
discover the most popular Lifestyle & Comedy
creators.

LAST STEP
Over-delivered the client’s initial targets
reaching over 500k views in a 1.5 week
turnaround 



WHAT WERE THE RESULTS

575K
VIEWS ENGAGEMENT

RATE

LIKES

17% 87K



INFLUENCER
MARKETING

Scroll stopping
influencer

campaigns that
build brand equity

and love.

Combining
influencers with
paid media to

drive measurable
ROI.

Proprietary social
listening tool

helping you to
jump on trends

before your
competitors do.

With over 100m
fans, tap into our
managed talent
division to build
long standing,

powerful influencer
partnerships. 

BYTELABS

BYTESIGHTS BYTESIZED
TALENT

KEY STATS BRANDS WE'VE
WORKED WITH

2000+

5000+

500+

Campaign Activations

Influencer Collaborations

Brand Partners



GET IN TOUCH

www.fanbytes.co.uk hello@fanbytes.co.uk151-153 Farringdon Rd,

London EC1R 3AF

http://www.fanbytes.co.uk/
mailto:hello@fanbytes.co.uk

